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a b s t r a c t
We develop a method for performing convolutions efficiently in
a word RAM model of computation, having a word size of w =
Ω(log n) bits, where n is the input size. The basic idea is to
pack several elements of the input vector into a single computer
word, effectively enabling parallel computation of convolutions.
The technique is applied to approximate string matching under
Hamming distance. The obtained algorithms are the fastest
known. In particular, we reduce the complexity of the Amir
et al. (2000) algorithm for k-mismatches from O(n
√
k log k) to
O(n + n√k/w log k). Those algorithms impose some (not severe)
limitation on the pattern length, m. We present another, less
efficient however, technique based on word-level parallelism,
which works without the pattern length limitation.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Aword RAM is a random-accessmachinewith unit-cost operations forw-bit operands, and having
instruction set similar to modern computers. The traditional model used e.g. in sorting or string
matching algorithms is the comparison model, where the algorithm complexities and lower bounds
aremeasuredby thenumber of pairwise comparisons required to perform the task.However, theword
RAM model is much more natural and realistic given modern computers. It has become ever more
popular since the appearance of fusion trees [10] (showing that n integers can be sorted in o(n log n)
time in a word RAM).
The word RAM model has been implicit in most algorithm analyses, but the algorithms generally
have not taken advantage of it. One such example is the famous fast Fourier transform (FFT), an
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Table 1
Our main results. We assume that w = Ω(log n), and σP ≤ min{σ ,m} is the number of distinct symbols in the pattern. All
results for Hamming distance apply to k-mismatches as well. Notes: [a] works form = O(n logm/w); [b] form = O(n/w); [c]
for anym. In all cases (for our results)m > w.
Problem Previous results Our results
Hamming distance O(σPn logm) [9] O(n+ σPn log2 m/w)[a]
O(nm log k/w) [5] O(n+ σPn log(m/σP) logm/w)[b]
O(n
√
m logm) [1,20] O(n+ n√m/w logm)[a]
O(nm/w) [15] O(n log(w/ log n)+ σPn logm(logm/w)1−ε)[c]
k-mismatches O(n
√
k log k) [3] O(n+ n√k/w log k)[a]
O((n+ nk3m ) log k) [3]
O(nk) [21,12,13]
efficient method to compute the discrete Fourier transform. The algorithm assumes a word RAM
model in which arithmetic operations ofw = Θ(log n) bits (where n is the input size) can be done in
constant time. This assumption is convenient for some theoretical analyses, but using the symbol w
instead of log n is more precise and the assumptionw = Ω(log n)more general, hence we adhere to
it throughout the paper.
FFT is one of the most powerful tools in various fields of computer science and engineering. One of
the reasons of the wide applicability of FFT is that convolutions and polynomial multiplications can
be computed in O(n log n) time, and e.g. many approximate string matching problems can be reduced
to convolutions. This idea dates back to 1974, when Fischer and Paterson introduced convolution-
based techniques [9] formatching underHamming distance,matchingwithwild cards and someother
problems. Since then, many new algorithms using the same general approach have been presented,
see e.g. [7,3,4] for a variety of stringmatching problems and FFT-based solutions. An interesting result
was achieved by Indyk [18]. He gave an O(n)-time Monte Carlo algorithm for boolean convolutions,
which let him obtain a number of other results, for example for wild card matching.
In this paper, we consider approximate string matching permitting mismatches. We are given a
text string of length n and a pattern string of length m over some integer alphabet of size σ , and
we want to either compute the number of mismatches for each possible pattern alignment over
the text (Hamming distance) or report every text position where the number of mismatches is at
most k. The classic convolutions-based algorithm [9] solves the Hamming distance problem in time
O(σn logm). This can be improved to O(n
√
m logm) time [1,20]. As for the k-mismatches problem,
the current state-of-the-art is a hybrid algorithm with O(n
√
k log k) time [3]. We improve the classic
algorithm (which is used as a component inmanyother, e.g. in the cited [1,3] algorithms) to run in time
O(σn log2 m/w) and consequently theO(n
√
k log k) time algorithm to run in timeO(n+n√k/w log k).
Our techniques are based on computing several convolutions in parallel, usingword-level parallelism.
One of them samples the text in several locations, the other parallelizes computations across the
alphabet. The first technique ismore efficient but cannot be used for extremely longpatterns (of length
close to the length of the text). We discuss several variants of the two basic techniques, obtaining
slightly different results for various pattern lengths, see Table 1.
We note that there are other techniques to obtain sub-quadratic time complexity for Hamming
distance or k-mismatches. Landau and Vishkin [21] used a suffix tree augmented with the lowest
common ancestor (LCA) data structure, to achieve O(nk) time. Bit-parallelism can be used to simulate
a non-deterministic automaton; the best result along these lines [15] yields O(nm/w) time. A prime-
number encoding scheme was proposed in [22] for k-mismatches with character classes, to achieve
O(nσ) time if, for example, both log2 m = O(log n) and logm = O(σ ) hold.
Table 1 summarizes our results, with comparison to the previous work. Our results assume that
m > w, which is implicitly taken in some analysis. Form = O(w) the algorithm in [15] runs in linear
time, i.e. our algorithms are not competitive for small m anyways. More precisely, the complexity of
this algorithm meets with the best of our algorithms whenw = Θ(m/ log2 m).
We assume the word RAM model of computation, with a word length of w bits. The theoretical
model imposes that w = Ω(log n), where n is the input size. The practical view is that w = 32
or w = 64 in current typical CPU architectures, and growing; e.g., multimedia extensions, such as
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the widely available SSE instruction set introduced in 1999 with Intel Pentium III, have a word size
of w = 128, and the upcoming AVX extensions will at first double this. Like other works applying
FFT and convolutions, we also assume that multiplication of two w-bit words can be done in O(1)
time. For large w this may not be the case. Assuming that multiplication takes O(logw) time, our
result e.g. for k-mismatches becomesO(n+n√k logw/w log k). However, thewideword instructions
typically (e.g. SSE) do not support full wordmultiplication, but insteadmultiply several shorter words
in parallel (e.g. 2 or 4 words of size 64 or 32 bits multiplied field-wise, forw = 128). Our methods can
be adapted to this setting.
We note that the wide word assumption occurs more and more often in algorithmics, see e.g.
[26,27] and [19, Section 7.1.3]. If not stated otherwise, logarithms used throughout the paper are in
base 2.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in [11].
2. Multiple convolutions with vector packing
Let us have two vectors, τ = τ0τ1 . . . τn−1 and ρ = ρ0ρ1 . . . ρm−1, over some integer alphabet. We
also assume thatm < n (and oftenm ≪ n). We are interested in sums of the form
S(i) = ρ ⊗ τ(i) =
m−1
j=0
ρj × τi+j (1)
for each possible i (see Fig. 1 for an example of computing Sa(i) = ρa ⊗ τ a(i)). These should be
computed as efficiently as possible. To this end, assume that we pad ρ with n zeros, and τ with m
zeros. Denote the resulting vectors with−→ρ and−→τ . Both have length n+m. We then compute−→S (i)
for all i = 0 . . . n+m− 1:
−→
S (i) = −→ρ ⊗−→τ (i) =
n+m−1
j=0
−→ρ j ×−→τ (i+j) mod (n+m). (2)
Clearly S(i) = −→S (i) for all i = 0 . . . n − 1. Notice that −→S is actually the cyclic correlation of −→ρ
and −→τ . This can be computed by first reversing either of the input vectors, and then computing
the convolution. The convolution of two vectors each of length n (here m + n = O(n) as well)
takesO(n log n) time, by applying Fast Fourier Transform (thewell-known convolution theorem). More
precisely, the FFT for both vectors takes O(n log n) time, the convolution in ‘‘Fourier space’’ takes
O(n) time (this is basically just point-wise multiplication), and the final result is obtained by doing
an inverse transform, again in O(n log n) time. That is, we compute
−→
S = FFT−1(FFT(←−ρ ) · FFT(−→τ )), (3)
where we denote the reverse of −→ρ with ←−ρ . Finally, we can divide τ to n/m overlapping blocks,
each of length 2m, and then compute the convolutions for each block separately. This gives
O((n/m)m logm) = O(n logm) total time.
Fromnowon,we assume that all thismachinery is taken as a black box, and in particularwe assume
that this division to blocks is implicit. This is the basis of numerous string matching algorithms based
on FFT. Basically, various problem instances are solved by encoding the problem to suitable vectors τ
and ρ. The first string matching algorithm based on this general idea was by Fischer and Paterson [9];
they gave an algorithm for matching with wild cards.
We now present a general technique of computing several convolutions in parallel. Assume that
each value of S(i) can be represented with u bits. This means that each word of w (where w =
Ω(log n)) bits can pack b = ⌊w/u⌋ values. Let us exploit this fact. The vector τ is divided into b
blocks (overlapping by m − 1 symbols) each of length ℓ = n/b + m − 1. For simplicity, we assume
that ℓ = Θ(n/b). (This makes the technique easier to describe [see also Fig. 1], but in practice, we
would use the same block division as in the standard algorithm, that is, n/m blocks of length 2m, and
just handle b of them in parallel.) Then we can define a new vector τ of length ℓ; call ℓ′ = ⌊n/b⌋:
Definition 1. τ i = τi+0ℓ′ × 20u + τi+1ℓ′ × 21u + τi+2ℓ′ × 22u + · · · + τi+(b−1)ℓ′ × 2(b−1)u.
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Fig. 1. An (unrealistic) example ofmapping T and P to τ and ρ for an alphabet symbol a. Herew = 10, and u = ⌈log(m+1)⌉ =
3. For τ and ρ the least significant bit is at the bottom. The result of the convolutions ρa ⊗ τa(i) is shown as Sa , and the
corresponding vector Sa in both binary anddecimal form, that is, Sa(i)denotes the number ofmatchinga’s of P in T [i . . . i+m−1]
(so that the last value denotes the matches for T [n−m . . . n− 1]).
Each value τ i still fits into w bits, and the whole vector τ can be easily computed in O(n) time. Note
also that the fields cannot interact with each other, i.e. there is no possibility of a carry from one field
to the next. Define S(i) = ρ ⊗ τ(i).
Observation 2. S(i) = S(i+ 0ℓ′)× 20u + S(i+ 1ℓ′)× 21u + S(i+ 2ℓ′)× 22u + · · · , i.e. S is a packed
representation of S.
Now the values S(i) for all i can be computed in O(n+ ℓ logm) time with FFT.
Given S, we can trivially obtain S in time O(n). Alg. 1 shows more details. In Section 3 we present
how this general scheme can be used to obtain efficient string matching algorithms for Hamming
distance.
2.1. On computing the convolutions
We note that ‘‘FFT’’ algorithm in general refers to computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT),
or its inverse, of a (sampled) complex or real function. In other words, DFT is sensitive to the inherent
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Alg. 1Word-packed-convolution (τ , n, ρ,m, u).
1 ◃ preprocessing
2 b ← ⌊w/u⌋
3 ℓ′ ← ⌊n/b⌋
4 for i ← 0 to ℓ′ − 1 do
5 τ i ← 0
6 for h ← 0 to b− 1 do
7 τ i ← τ i + τi+hℓ′ × 2hu
8 ◃ FFT computation
9 Compute S(i) = ρ ⊗ τ(i) for all i using FFT
10 ◃ postprocessing
11 for i ← 0 to n−m+ 1 do
12 S(i)← (S(i mod ℓ′) >> ⌊i/ℓ′⌋u) & (2u − 1)
13 return S
inaccuracy of floating point arithmetic, due to its finite precision (e.g., round-off errors). This is usually
not a problem, sinceΘ(logm) bits of precision is enough inmany stringmatching applications. In our
case, however, we needΘ(w) bits of precision, wherewmay be large as compared to logm (or even to
log n). However, the number-theoretic transform (NTT) operates with modular arithmetic on integers,
and thus is accurate.What is important for our case, is that NTT (and its inverse) can be computedwith
essentially the same algorithms as DFT, and that the convolution theoremholds for NTT aswell. Hence
we can compute the convolutions efficiently and precisely using fast number-theoretic transforms.
Since NTT can be computed with the FFT algorithm, we continue to speak about FFT. For more details,
see e.g. [25].
3. Applications
In what follows, we have a pattern P = p0p1 . . . pm−1 and text T = t0t1 . . . tn−1 over some integer
alphabet Σ = {0, 1, . . . , σ − 1}. P is said to occur exactly at position i on T if pj = ti+j for all
j = 0 . . .m − 1. Likewise, P occurs at position i on T with Hamming distance k, if pj = ti+j for m − k
values of j. The problem is then to report every text position i that has a pattern occurrence, under
some particular matching model.
We now present improved solutions to some basic algorithms to illustrate the technique.
Convolutions (computed with FFT) are used as a component in many other algorithms, e.g., δ and γ
matching. We do not cover those here. However, our technique has applications in those algorithms
as well.
3.1. Improved algorithm for Hamming distance
The classic FFT-based algorithm for Hamming distance works as follows. For each symbol c of the
alphabet we create a bit-vector ρc of lengthm, with bits 1 at positions where c occurs in P , and bits 0
elsewhere, i.e. ρcj = 1 iff pj = c. Similarly, τ ci = 1 iff ti = c . Having this representation, we calculate
Sc(i) using FFT in O(n logm) time. The result for each text position is a multiplication of two binary
vectors, i.e., the number of matching pairs of bits 1. This is repeated for all the σ symbols, and the
results are summed to obtain S(i) =c∈Σ Sc(i), which is the total number of matches for a position
i; in other words, the Hamming distance is m − S(i). The algorithm obviously runs in O(σn logm)
worst case time.
To improve this algorithm, we map τ c to τc for each symbol c (see Fig. 1 for an example with
unrealistically small n). For this, we must fix the value of u. Recall from Section 2 that u bits are
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Alg. 2Word-packed-Hamming-distance (T , n, P,m).
1 ◃ preprocessing
2 u ← ⌈log2(m+ 1)⌉
3 b ← ⌊w/u⌋
4 ℓ′ ← ⌊n/b⌋
5 for c ← 0 to σ − 1 do
6 for i ← 0 tom− 1 do
7 if P[i] = c then ρci ← 1 else ρci ← 0
8 for i ← 0 to ℓ′ − 1 do
9 τci ← 0
10 for h ← 0 to b− 1 do
11 if T [i+ hℓ′] = c then τci ← τci + 2hu
12 ◃ FFT computations
13 for c ← 0 to σ − 1 do
14 Compute Sc(i) = ρc ⊗ τc(i) for all i using FFT
15 ◃ postprocessing
16 for i ← 0 to ℓ′ − 1 do
17 S(i)← 0
18 for c ← 0 to σ − 1 do
19 S(i)← S(i)+ Sc(i)
20 for i ← 0 to n−m+ 1 do
21 S(i)← (S(i mod ℓ′) >> ⌊i/ℓ′⌋u) & (2u − 1)
22 ◃ Convert match counts to Hamming distance
23 for i ← 0 to n− 1 do
24 S(i)← m− S(i)
25 return S
needed to represent each value of S(i), thus ⌈log(S(i) + 1)⌉ ≤ u for all i. As the algorithm computes
the number of matching characters between P and a window of T , the sum is at most m. Hence the
number of bits needed for any value S(i) is u = ⌈log(m + 1)⌉. We use this value and proceed as
above using the new representation. The total time for the convolutions is then O(σℓ logm), which
is O(σn log2 m/w). The preprocessing step takes O(σn logm/w + n) time (zeroing the vectors plus
filling the actual values). Alternatively, the vectors τc can also be built incrementally from τc−1 by
setting and unsetting each affected field separately, which can be done in O(n) total time; as the
preprocessing is never dominating in our algorithms we omit the details of this variant. The values of
S can be computed from S trivially in time O(σn), but we can add b values in parallel using directly
the packed representation, which gives O(σn logm/w + n) total time for the postprocessing. The
final complexity is then dominated by the convolutions. Alg. 2 gives the pseudo code. We have just
obtained:
Lemma 3. In the w-bit word RAM model, Hamming distance between ti...i+m−1 and p0...m−1, where m =
O(n/(w/ logm)), can be computed in O(n+ σn log2 m/w) total worst case time for all i ∈ {0 . . . n−m}.
This result is a good enough building block for some of our subsequent results (cf. Theorem 6), but
nevertheless it can be improved in a number of ways, for other uses. First, note that Sc needs to be
computed only for the cases where c occurs in P , as otherwise we know that all Sc(i) values are 0’s.
Let σP be the number of distinct alphabet symbols occurring in P , i.e. σP ∈ {1 . . .min(m, σ )}. Second,
we can derive a better bound for u, but this time the bound will be different for each symbol c. That
is, assuming that symbol c occurs oc times in P , we use the value uc = ⌈log(oc + 1)⌉. Hence the total
time for the convolutions becomes
O

c
⌈n log oc/w⌉ logm

= O

n/w logm

c
log oc

. (4)
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Hence the average time depends on the compressibility of P , or more precisely on the 0-order
empirical entropy of P (i.e. H0(P) = −c ocm log ocm ). The lower the entropy is, the faster the
convolutions are computed. Given the convexity of the log function, the worst case is when all uc
values are equal, and therefore the time is upper bounded by
O(σPn log(m/σP) logm/w). (5)
Summing up the vectors can be done in O(σPn) time, which may be slower than previously. With
this method we cannot straightforwardly add the counters in the packed representation, as (i) now
the counters for different alphabet symbols can be of different size and hence unaligned; and (ii) the
number of bits per counter can be less than ⌈log(m+1)⌉, and hence theymay overflow even if aligned.
Still, by assuming that uc < ε log n, for some constant ε < 1 (e.g., ε = 12 ), for all oc , and by noticing that
there are at most logm different uc values, one can use look-up tables of size O(2ε log n logm) = o(n)
to convert and add several ‘‘small’’ counter values in parallel. For any c such that log oc > ε log n, we
can use exactly u = ⌈log(m + 1)⌉ bits and then add ⌊w/u⌋ ‘‘large’’ values in parallel, just as in the
basic method. The postprocessing time is then at most
O

n+

c
n log oc/ log n

. (6)
Again, using the convexity of the log function, this is upper bounded by
O(n+ nσP log(m/σP)/ log n). (7)
In summary, we have obtained:
Lemma 4. In the w-bit word RAM model, Hamming distance between ti...i+m−1 and p0...m−1, where
m = O(n/(w/ logmin oc)) and min oc is the number of occurrences of the least frequent alphabet
symbol in P, can be computed in O(n + σPn log(m/σP)(logm/w + 1/ log n)) total worst case time for
all i ∈ {0 . . . n−m}.
Thus computing the convolutions dominates the postprocessing up tow = O(log n logm), and the
complexity is then O(n+ σPn log(m/σP) logm/w). For largerw the total complexity is dominated by
the postprocessing, i.e. we get O(n+ σPn log(m/σP)/ log n) total time.
It is also possible to obtain O(n+ σPn log(m/σP) logm/w) time for anyw, by avoiding the look-up
tables. This can be done by following the development in [15]; the problem was slightly different,
but the solution is similar. For simplicity of presentation, assume that the pattern alphabet is ΣP =
{1 . . . σP}, and that oi ≤ oi+1. We use at most O(logm) different counter sizes, denoted by ug .
Specifically, u1 = ⌈log(o1 + 1)⌉, and ug = 2g−1u1 for g > 1. For convenience define u0 = 0. Thus
each alphabet symbol c is assigned to a group g such that
ug−1 < ⌈log(oc + 1)⌉ ≤ ug . (8)
Note that some groups may be empty. The number of different (non-empty) counter sizes is at most
⌈log σP⌉ (as opposed to σP before), and each counter has at most twice more bits as compared to the
basic method.
Before showing the benefit of the above counter arrangement, we modify the preprocessing by
permuting the mapping from τ to τ. For the first group we mimic the original mapping:
τ i = τi+0ℓ′ × 20u1 + τi+1ℓ′ × 21u1 + τi+2ℓ′ × 22u1 + · · · + τi+(b−1)ℓ′ × 2(b−1)u1 , (9)
where b = ⌊w/u1⌋ and ℓ′ = ⌊n/b⌋. The second group conceptually corresponds to mapping:
τ i = τi+0ℓ′ × 20u2 + τi+2ℓ′2 × 21u2 + τi+4ℓ′ × 22u2 + · · · + τi+(b−2)ℓ′ × 2((b−2)/2)u2
+ τi+1ℓ′ × 2(1+(b−2)/2)u2 + τi+3ℓ′ × 2(2+(b−2)/2)u2 + · · · . (10)
I.e. the even and odd numbered blocks of τ are separated. In general, for the gth group, we first take
every (2g−1)th item in order, starting from the first item, then starting from the second item, and so on,
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until starting from the (2g−1)th item. That is, we define a permutationπg : {0 . . . b−1} → {0 . . . b−1}
as
πg(j) = (2g−1 j) mod b+ ⌊j / ⌊b / 2g−1⌋⌋. (11)
That is, the jth field of the original τ is mapped to the πg(j)th field now.
Visually, the permutations go, e.g., as:
π1(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
π2(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) = (0, 2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5, 7)
π3(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) = (0, 4, 1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7)
π4(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).
With some abuse of notation we use τc = πg(τ c) to denote the mapping of τ c to τc , when c
belongs to the group g . Note that Eqs. (10) and (11) use the same b and ℓ′ values for each group,
while we have different ug for each group g . That means that each τ j packs the same number of fields,
which means that only the τ j vectors belonging to the first group fit intow bits, and larger vectors are
implicitly handled with several convolutions, which results in the exact same time complexity as if
using smaller b and higher ℓ′ values for the other groups.
Consider now the summations of the Sc vectors. By definition, the fields are of the same size and in
the same order as in the τc vectors. Assume that symbols 1 and 2 belong to the same (i.e. first) group.
We cannot simply add S1 and S2, since there would be an overflow. However, the odd and even fields
of S1 (likewise for S2) can be separated by masking, and then concatenated so that their arrangement
corresponds to the π2 permutation, in O(nu1/w) time. This arrangement has field sizes of u2 = 2u1
bits. The fields can thus hold values as large as 2u2 = 22u1 , and thus it requires at least 2u2/2u1 = 2u1
additions until the fields overflow. To prevent the overflow we again move to π3 permutation, again
by masking and concatenating, in O(nu2/w) time.
More precisely, assume that we have sg vectors in the group g . These can be converted to follow
the πg+1 permutation in O(nug/w) time, and it takes 2ug+1/2ug = 2ug additions to overflow the fields.
Hence the time to sum the sg vectors is upper bounded by
O

sg
log2 m
i=g
nui/w
2ui

= O(sg logm nug/w). (12)
This is then repeated in the sameway for all the other groups. The total number of all the vectors in
all groups is

sg = σP. Remembering that ug = Θ(log oc), when c belongs to group g , the complexity
is upper bounded by
O

n/w logm

c
log oc

, (13)
i.e. O(σPn log(m/σP) logm/w), which matches the bound for the convolutions (Lemma 4). We have:
Theorem 5. In thew-bit word RAMmodel, Hamming distance between ti...i+m−1 and p0...m−1, where m =
O(n/w), can be computed in O(n+σPn log(m/σP) logm/w) total worst case time for all i ∈ {0 . . . n−m}.
3.2. Hamming distance with wild cards
For this problem variant the classical solution also works, with minor changes [9,17]. The wild
card symbols φ, both in P or T , are replaced with a dummy symbol # which does not match any
standard alphabet symbol. Here we have two cases: either wild cards exist only in P or only in T , or
they are allowed to occur in both sequences. In the former case, we calculate and add σP convolutions
(ignoring here the symbol # as it must yield zero matches), and then for each text position add the
number of wild cards either in P or the substring of T aligned with P , depending on the scenario.
Tracking the number of wild cards over an area of T of length m takes O(n) time overall, which is
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never dominating. In the latter case, when wild cards can appear in both sequences, we calculate
and sum the σP convolutions, add the number of wild cards in P and the number of wild cards in
the considered area of T , and finally subtract the number of matching pairs of wild cards, which
is obtained from calculating the convolution for symbol #. More formally, we want to compute
S(i) =σP−1c=0 Sc(i)− S#(i)+ o#∈P + o#∈T [i...i+m−1] for all i.
Note that all the sums involved never (temporarily) exceed 2m, hence it is straightforward to apply
the variable-size counters technique, and achieve the time complexity of Theorem 5.
3.3. Matching permitting k mismatches
In [3] Amir et al. showed how to find all occurrences of P from T permitting at most kmismatches
in time O(n
√
k log k). This differs from the Hamming distance problem in that the actual distance is
not computed for every text position. Their algorithm works as follows. Call a symbol c frequent, if it
occurs in P at least α = 2√k times. The algorithm distinguishes between two cases. Case 1: there are
at least β = √k frequent symbols. It is shown how this case can be handled in O(knα/k) = O(n√k)
time. Case 2: there are less than β frequent symbols; (a) thematches of theO(β) frequent symbols are
computed using convolutions and FFT, hence this takes time O(βn logm) = O(√kn logm); (b) those
symbols that are not frequent occur less than α times, and can be handled in O(nα) total time. The
final match count for Case 2 is then the sum of the subcases (a) and (b). The final time complexity is
then O(
√
kn logm), as the Case 2(a) is dominating. They show how this can be improved to obtain the
promised complexity of O(n
√
k log k). See [3] for the details of Case 1 and Case 2(b).
Our aim is to improve Case 2(a), which is based on convolutions and FFT. The improvement
basically follows their ideas, but we obtain different optimal values of α and β . The complexity of
the above scheme (the whole algorithm) is O(nα + nβ logm), with the restriction that αβ ≥ 2k. We
can compute the convolutionsmore efficiently using our technique (Alg. 2), the only difference here is
that the alphabet size is effectively reduced toβ . Hence the complexity becomesO(nα+nβ log2 m/w).
Using α and β as above, we obtain O(n
√
k + n√k log2 m/w). However, the optimum values are
α = 2√k/w logm and β = √kw/ logm, giving O(n√k/w logm) worst case time. However, for
k < k′ = O(m1/3−ε) they have an O(n log k) time algorithm [3], hence the above method is applied
only for k ≥ k′, but in this case logm = O(log k). We have just proved:
Theorem 6. In thew-bit word RAMmodel, the k-mismatch problem can be solved in O(n+n√k/w log k)
time.
This is faster than the O(n
√
k log k) algorithm by a factor of∼√w/ log k.
Finally, note that if k = Θ(m), or if one is interested in computing the actual Hamming distance for
each text position, then the simplerO(n
√
m logm) timebase-line algorithm [1,20] can be used instead.
Assume again that symbol c is frequent if it occurs at least α times. Consider now the infrequent
symbols, i.e. those that occur less than α times. The contribution of these symbols to the match
can be computed by a simple linear scan over the text, spending O(α) time per text position. The
number of frequent symbols in P is then at most m/α, and their contribution can be handled by
using convolutions. Hence the total time is O(nα + nm/α · logm), which is optimized by choosing
α = √m logm. Similarly as before, if we compute the convolutions with our algorithm, the optimum
turns out to be α = √m/w logm, and the total time becomes O(n√m/w logm).
4. Computing Hamming distance with alphabet packing
So far we discussed a way to represent several subsequences of the vector τ (or T , if we talk about
text over some integer alphabet) in a single vector ofw-bit integers before calculating the convolution.
Now we demonstrate that the packing idea can also be applied for several alphabet symbols rather
than subsequences of τ (or T ). This is interesting for the case of long patterns, in particular the case
of m = Θ(n). In this section we assume an integer alphabet and talk about text T and pattern P . We
consider the k-mismatches and Hamming distance problems.
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The key component of our construction is a possibly dense subsequenceA(N) of {0, 1, 2, . . . ,N−
1}, where N = O(w/ logm) in our problem, not containing any arithmetic progressions of length
r = 3. Finding properties of such subsequences (also for larger r) is a classic research topic in number
theory [16]. In particular, Roth [23] proved that such subsequences for r = 3 (a result which was
later improved to any r > 2) have density zero. In other words, |A(N)|/N must tend to zero. We start
with a very simple observation that if we multiply all terms ofA(N) by the same positive integer, the
newly-created sequence will not contain any r-term arithmetic progressions either.
It is easy to generate a sequenceA(N) such that |A(N)| tends toN log3 2 = N0.6309... withN growing
to infinity. This sequence is a discrete approximation of the famous Cantor ternary set.W.l.o.g. assume
that N is a power of 3. From the interval containing all 0, 1, . . . ,N− 1 integers its middle third is first
removed, and the sum of the intervals I1 = 0, 1, . . . ,N/3− 1 and I2 = 2N/3, 2N/3+ 1, . . . ,N − 1 is
what remains. Note that we do not have any 3-term progression with the first term in I1 and the last
term in I2, since the middle term would fall in the deleted range. We continue the middle subinterval
removals recursively with I1 and I2, until each set is a singleton. Here is the resulting set for N = 81:
0, 2, 6, 8, 18, 20, 24, 26, 54, 56, 60, 62, 72, 74, 78, 80,
(i.e. 16 items, while the optimal solution includes 22 items). Finding the optimal (possibly densest)
subsequence efficiently for an arbitrary large N is still an open problem. The best upper bound result
known at the moment [24] states that if a subsequence A(N) contains no 3-term progressions then
|A(N)| = O(N/ log1−o(1) N). A lower bound, the classic Behrend theorem [6], was recently improved
by Elkin [8]:
Lemma 7 (Elkin). For an arbitrarily large N there exists a subsequence A(N) such that |A(N)| ≫
log1/4 N · N
22
√
2
√
log2 N
.
Less precisely, we can say that we can selectA(N) in such a way to have N/|A(N)| = o(Nε), for any
ε > 0.
We go back to our problem. Let A(N) = {A0, A1, . . . , As−1}, and we require that its largest term,
As−1, does not exceed w/(2⌈log(m + 1)⌉) − 1, for a reason explained later. In what follows we
assume, for presentation clarity, that w/⌈log(m + 1)⌉ is even. W.l.o.g. we also assume that s divides
σ , the alphabet size in the given problem instance. The packing for τ is now over the alphabet; more
precisely, let 0 ≤ i ≤ σ/s− 1:
τ ij = τ si+0j × 2A0u + τ si+1j × 2A1u + · · · + τ si+s−1j × 2As−1u, (14)
where u = ⌈log(m+ 1)⌉, and 0 ≤ j < n. Note that τ ij is either all zeros, or contains exactly one 1-bit.
This time the ρ vectors are packed as well, similarly as for τ , to obtain vector ρ. The convolutions are
now calculated (with FFT) between vectors ρi and τ i, for all i, i.e.
Si(j) =
m−1
k=0
τ ij+k × ρik, (15)
which takes O(σPn logm/|A|) time total, for all i. From the definition of τ j and ρj, and essentially their
relation toA(N), we easily notice that the components of a convolution, i.e., the products of τ ij+k and
ρik, for given i, j and k, all affect different bit-fields (of size ⌈log(m + 1)⌉ bits) of the machine word
that stores the final result, as long as the aligned pairs of symbols are unique. We note that only the
lower half of each machine word representing τ ij+k and ρ
i
k may store actual data (the upper halves
are zeros), or more precisely, only w/(2⌈log(m+ 1)⌉) bit-fields per machine word are used in those
bit-vectors. This explains the limitation set uponA(N) above.
The packed sum over the fields is then computed as
S =
σP/s−1
i=0
Si (16)
in O(nσP/|A|) time. Finally, to obtain the match count requires adding the values in the relevant bit-
fields, namely the bit-fields of indexes {2A0, 2A1, . . . , 2As−1}, i.e. we compute
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S(i) =
s−1
j=0
S(i)2Aj , (17)
where S(i)j denotes the jth field of S(i). This is illustrated with a brief example. Imagine that i = 0,
s ≥ 19, and there are three matches for the alphabet symbol 9 for the alignment i of the pattern
over the text. The machine word storing the convolution of the corresponding τ00 and ρ
0
0 vectors will
then have value 3 in its A18-th bit-field. From the properties of the set A(N) it is guaranteed that no
mismatch will affect the A18-th bit-field. Of course, mismatches also set some bit-fields but we simply
ignore those.
Computing the field sums following directly Eq. (17) would take O(nmin(σP, |A|)) time. It is
however easy to improve to O(n log(w/ logm)) time, by first masking out all ‘‘mismatch fields’’, and
then taking the lower and upperw/2 bits of each S(i), summing them, and repeating this recursively
until only one field remains. Alternatively, the recursion can be stopped when O(log n) bits remain,
and then compute the final sum by using a look-up table, which would result in O(n log(w/ log n))
time.
Overall, the time complexity of our algorithm is O(n+n log(w/ log n)+σPn logm/|A(w/ logm)|),
which is asymptotically O(n + n log(w/ log n) + σPn logm(logm/w)1−ε), i.e., worse than the vector
packing idea from Section 2. Still, ifm is large, and in particular ifm = Θ(n), this idea works better or
is even the only one of those two applicable. More formally, we have obtained:
Theorem 8. In the w-bit word RAM model, Hamming distance between ti...i+m−1 and p0...m−1, where
m = O(n), can be computed in O(n log(w/ log n) + σPn logm(logm/w)1−ε) total worst case time for
all i ∈ {0 . . . n−m}. The value ε asymptotically approaches zero withw/ logm growing to infinity.
One can be tempted to consider the question whether alphabet packing can be combined with
variable-size counters, in order to replace the term (logm/w)1−ε with (ideally) (log oc/w)1−ε , over
all alphabet symbols c. While we are not able to answer this question, we note that this tentative
modification could not reduce the algorithm’s complexity for the range of parameters for which this
technique is competitive. To see this, recall that the alphabet packing algorithm dominates over the
text sampling one when m is close to n (for clear presentation, we may here simply assume that
m = Ω(n/w)). Note also that if σP > √m/ logm(logm/w)1−ε , then theO(n√m logm) solution [1,20]
starts to win. Hence σP must be smaller than the bound above, and for that case the average number
of occurrences per symbol is at most O(n
√
logm/(w
√
m)) and thus the average number of bits per
counter is Θ(logm), if only w = O(nε′) for some ε′ < 1. (We ignore the case of larger w as very
unrealistic.)
The alphabet-packing idea can also be successfully applied for the algorithms from [1,20,3],
if m is large. For example, for Hamming distance we can obtain O(n

m logm(logm/w)1−ε) =
O(n

m log2−ε m/w1−ε). An analogous result is achieved for k-mismatches.
4.1. A hybrid algorithm
At this point we note that both main ideas from this paper, parallelization with sampling the text
in several locations and parallelization across the alphabet, can be successfully combined ifm is both
ω(n/⌊w/ logm⌋) and o(n). To this end, we sample T (i.e. τ ) in b = n/m locations and on top of that
we apply the alphabet packing idea, using bit-fields of size ⌈log(m + 1)⌉ bits. We again make use of
the setA(N) = {A0, A1, . . . , As−1}, and As−1 should not exceedw/(2⌈log(m+ 1)⌉)− 1. We also define
s′ = ⌊s/b⌋. The vectors τ i, 0 ≤ i ≤ σ/s′ − 1, of length n/b each, are now defined as follows:
τ ij = τ s
′ i+0
j × 2A0u + τ s
′ i+0
j+m × 2A1u + · · · + τ s
′ i+0
j+(b−1)m × 2Ab−1u
+ τ s′ i+1j × 2Ab+0u + τ s
′i+1
j+m × 2Ab+1u + · · · + τ s
′ i+1
j+(b−1)m × 2Ab+b−1u +
...
τ s
′ i+s′−1
j × 2A(s′−1)b+0u + τ s
′i+s′−1
j+m × 2A(s′−1)b+1u + · · · + τ s
′ i+s′−1
j+(b−1)m × 2A(s′−1)b+b−1u. (18)
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However, ρ parallelizes ρ only over the alphabet (but using the same alignment as in τ):
ρij = τ s
′ i+0
j × 2A0u + ρs
′i+1
j × 2Ab+0u + · · · ρs
′i+s′−1
j × 2A(s′−1)b+0u. (19)
Note that the ‘‘layout’’ of the prepared vectors is identical to the one used in the original algorithm
based on alphabet packing, only the semantics is changed (which requires different preprocessing),
and also the postprocessing must be modified appropriately. If two conditions are fulfilled: (i)
the postprocessing is not dominating, and (ii) the machine word load is sufficient, i.e., bσ =
Ω(|A(w/ log(m))|), the complexity of this variant remainsO(σPn+σPn logm(logm/w)1−ε). Trivially,
the postprocessing takes O(σPn) time, but could be improved by parallelizing the summations. The
obtained algorithm has the same complexity as the main algorithm of this section (Theorem 8).
However, if bothm = ω(n/⌊w/ logm⌋) andm = o(n), the ε used in the main term improves, i.e., the
exponent 1− ε gets larger, for a given pair of parameters n andm.
4.2. On computing the progression-free sets
Our method needs to compute the set A(N), for N = w/(2⌈log(m + 1)⌉) − 1. As mentioned, no
efficient method is known to obtain a densest possible set. The best known results are recorded in
[28,14], some of the results (for small to moderate N) being optimal, while the results for large N are
approximations or not known to be optimal.
There is recentwork for finding the optimal solutions for smallN [14]. Thesemethods are still based
on exhaustive search, although some branch-and-bound techniques are used. They have computed
the optimal solution for every N up to 187. Note that the setA does not depend on the input, i.e. one
set for each possibleN can serve for all problem instances. Hencewe can compute themonce, and then
treat them as constants. We note that having got an optimal (densest) set for a given N , we cannot
obtain from it densest sets for values smaller than N , but fortunately most of the known (relatively)
efficientmethods for this problem, based on backtracking, do find the solutions for all smaller problem
instances aswell [14, Section 6] as they build the final solution. Aswe have a linear time algorithm [15]
for m = O(w), the algorithm of Theorem 8 is interesting only for m = ω(w). This implies that
N < w/(2 logw), and for such N exhaustive search is a viable solution as of the foreseeable future (if
N = 187, thenw must be greater than 4096).
For completeness, we outline briefly a method that computes the optimal solution by (almost)
exhaustive search. As N < w/(2 logw) in our case, we represent the set as a bit-vector (integer) A
such that iff i ∈ A, the ith bit of A is 1. We use A andA interchangeably. A simple method then could
just loop over every A ∈ 0 . . . 2N − 1, and for each value test if the generated set is valid, and pick the
one that has most bits set to 1 for the final solution. Naïve implementation then takes O(N22N) time.
More efficient solution is as follows.We again generate exhaustively possible values for A, but only
the valid ones. Assume that we have a partial (and valid) solution Q0...i, such that only the bit positions
0 . . . i have been examined. First set Q = 0, which corresponds to an empty set. At each phase of the
algorithm, we first find the next possible j > i such that it would be possible to put j into the solution
Q0...i without making a three-term arithmetic progression.We then consider the two cases: (1) the bit
at position j remains zero (i.e. j ∉ A); (2) the bit at position j is set to 1 (i.e. j ∈ A). The algorithm then
recursively solves the problem for both cases for Q0...j. We also maintain a set X such that the jth bit is
1 iff j cannot be taken to the solution, i.e. adding j to the partial solution Q would cause an arithmetic
progression. The possible j to add to Q corresponds to the next zero bit (jth bit) of X . Thus adding j to
Q means that j+ j− i should be added to X for every i ∈ Q , where i < j. Finally, knowing the size |Q |
of the solution we are building, the size |A| of the best solution so far, and the number z of possible
items to add to Q , we can add a simple branch and bound heuristic to the search, i.e. the recursion can
be pre-emptied whenever |Q |+ z ≤ |A|, where the value z is just the number of zero bits in Xi+1...N−1.
Alg. 3 shows the pseudo code.
Trivially, the time complexity of the algorithm is at most O(N2N), but empirically it behaves like
O(N2N/2) for ‘‘large’’ N . Its practical efficiency is still relatively easy to improve by adding various
heuristics. It is also possible to improve to at most O(2N)worst case time (for N ≤ w) by replacing all
the loops in Alg. 3 by bit-parallelism (this requires maintaining X in reverse). We do not go into the
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Alg. 3 Compute-set-A (N).
1 A ← 0
2 Recurse(0, 0, 0,N)
3 return A
Alg. 3’ Recurse(Q , X, n,N)
1 if n = N then
2 if |Q | > |A| then A ← Q
3 return
4 while ((X >> n) & 1) = 1 and n < N do n ← n+ 1
5 z ← 0
6 for i ← n to N − 1 doif ((X >> i) & 1) = 0 then z ← z + 1
7 if n ≥ N or |Q | + z ≤ |A| thenreturn
8 Recurse(Q , X, n+ 1,N)
9 Q ← Q | (1 << n)
10 for i ← 0 to n− 1 do
11 if ((Q >> i) & 1) = 1 then X ← X | (1 << (n+ n− i))
12 Recurse(Q , X, n+ 1,N)
details, but just note that e.g. for N = 51 (corresponding to w = 1024) our implementation runs in
less than one second.
Almost the same solution was given in [14], where they also presented several advanced branch
and bound techniques to improve the running time in practice.
5. Conclusions
We presented two techniques to speed-up existing algorithms for Hamming distance calculations
and related problems. They are based on the concept of bit-parallelization of FFT-based convolutions.
The technique of matching the pattern against several subsequences of the text in parallel can
trivially be adopted also for multiple pattern matching under Hamming distance [11]. Note that
in the k-mismatches variation of the problem we can immediately use different values of k for
different patterns. We believe that our technique(s) have applications for many other stringmatching
problems; exploring those possibilities is left for future work. Such problems can be found in music
information retrieval. For example, there exist FFT-based algorithms for δ-matching, (δ, γ )-matching
and γ -matching [7,4], and bit-parallelism should be a way to improve their complexities. A separate
experimentalwork, however, dedicated to practical evaluation of possible implementations of FFT and
NTT, and their applications in string matching, would be a long-awaited companion; the work [2] is
some step in this direction.
Finally, we note that applications of our techniques may go beyond the scope of string matching
(especially if the signal domain, corresponding to the alphabet in string matching, is limited), and due
to ubiquity of FFT checking those potentials should be targeted in future work.
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